WEBINAR
OCT 05, 2023; 12:00 AM - 13:00 PM (UTC+2, STOCKHOLM TIME)
ZOOM MEETING ID: 902 728 5345; PASSWORD: 167528

Agenda

- 12:00-12:10 Welcome, Introduction & Photo session
- 12:10-12:35 Talk 1 Mr. Jiawei Xiong (Guest PhD student; LTU, Sweden; Best Paper Award Winner of 2022 IEEE Global Reliability & PHM conference): Generating Controlled Physics-Informed Time-to-failure Trajectories for Prognostics in Unseen Operational Conditions
- 12:35-13:00 Talk 2 Dr. Haidong Shao (Asso. Prof.; Hunan University, China; 2020-2022 World’s Top 2% Scientists): Towards data-poor and knowledge-rich machinery fault diagnosis
- More questions after 13:00

THIS EVENT IS FREE AND WELCOME TO JOIN US BY ZOOM (ID: 902 728 5345; PASSWORD: 167528)!
FOR ANY QUESTION PLEASE CONTACT: Janet Lin (janet.lin@ltu.se) or Yiliu Liu (yiliu.liu@ntnu.no)

WEBINAR
OCT 26, 2023; 13:00 PM - 14:00 PM (UTC+2, STOCKHOLM TIME)
ZOOM MEETING ID: 902 728 5345; PASSWORD: 167528

Agenda

- 13:00-13:10 Welcome, Introduction & Photo session
- 13:10-13:45 Prof. Lina Bertling Tjernberg (The Royal Institute of Technology (KTH), Sweden): Predictive maintenance and lifetime extension models for electrical equipment
- 13:45-14:00 Questions and Discussions

THIS EVENT IS FREE AND WELCOME TO JOIN US BY ZOOM (ID: 902 728 5345; PASSWORD: 167528)!
FOR ANY QUESTION PLEASE CONTACT: Janet Lin (janet.lin@ltu.se) or Yiliu Liu (yiliu.liu@ntnu.no)